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Introduction

Anyone who is familiar witli academic feminism understands diat there is a tension

among feminists tliat centers around the issue of postmodernism. Should feminists embrace

or reappropriate postmodern theory to further develop feminist theory? Or should feminists

reject postmodernism on the grounds that it would ultimately undermine the theoretical

foundations of feminism? In this work I shall argue that many contemporary feminists

scholars have not been sympathetic with, or charitable in their interpretations of postmodern

theory. I shall present an approachable model of a postmodern epistemology and argue how

this interpretation of postmodern epistemology can be reconciled with feminist theory. 1 uill

address a specific philosophical problem that arises from the reconciliation of feminism with

postmodernism, the problem of an adjudicating standard for competing claims, and argue for a

solution to this problem; a solution that has been hiding in plain sight.

In Section I, I shall discuss at length the antipathy that many contemporary feminists

express towards postmodernism, or, more basically, answer the question of why many

contemporary feminists do not like postmodernism. Several feminists have viewed

postmodern epistemology skeptically, since as a theory it can and actually does undermine

feminist foundations. In demonstrating feminists' reasons for refuting postmodernism, I shall

reveal the elaborate but elegant sidestepping many contemporary feminists have done in order

to forestall the incorporation of postmodern theory into feminist thought, with the supposed

resultant loss of feminist political aims. This section will also demonstrate that the

development of feminist theory itself has postmodern tendencies and, as a result, that

feminists have no reasonable defense against postmodern theory.
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In Section II, I shall explain in a much clearer language than is used by many

contemporary theorists, what postmodern epistemology is. In doing so, it becomes evident

that feminists need not fear incorporation of postmodernism but, rather, should demand it and

work towards it.

Section HI discusses the reconciliation of postmodernism and feminism. In this

section I shall discuss the philosophical problem that arises from the introduction of

postmodern thought into feminist theory. Even as feminist epistemologies challenge

foundational notions of "truth" or "objective" accounts of reality, unmitigated by social

experience, feminists cling to the desire for an "objective" standard by which to adjudicate

between competing claims. Feminists want to be able to say, without a doubt, that sexism is

bad. They want to be able to claim a myriad of other so-called truths as well, the very least

of which is that feminists claims are more true than (some) traditional claims to truth:

scientific, economic, social or political.

Section FV shall rely on my previous interpretation of postmodern epistemology as a

launching pad to ex-plain the solution to the supposedly postmodern lack of an evaluative

standard. In brief, I shall pose the key problem that feminists and other theorists have cited

against postmodernism. In solving this problem, I shall refer to my interpretation of

postmodern epistemology and draw on a Rorty-style, neo-pragmatic approach to provide a

methodology by which feminists can reappropriate postmodern theory, as well as solve many

conflicting issues within feminist theory and practice. This expression of pragmatism can also

provide tlie structure for understanding and developing a postmodern standard that can be

used to adjudicate between competing claims to knowledge.





Through the course of my work, especially in Sections I and IV, it should become

evident that feminism, as a multitude of political theories, should not feel uncomfortable with

postmodern epistemology because there are two basic ways that show that feminism and

postmodernism are more alike than different, llie first of these arguments is the reduction

argument, which I present in Section I. This argiunent, followed to its logical conclusion,

indicates tliat all feminist epistemologies actually reduce to postmodern epistemology. The

second argument that I make in Section FV is primarily that feminist epistemologies logically

entail feminist postmodernism and that feminists should not fear the undermining of feminist

theory in the face of postmodernism. As I indicate in my discussion of pragmatism, feminism

will not cease to be politically viable for as long as it is politically usefiil. It is my

contention that feminism needs to incorporate postmodernism into its framework in order to

continue its usefulness.

Section I: IVhy Feminists Don't Like Postmodernism

Many contemporary feminists are not sympathetic with the postmodern view of the

world because postmodernism as a theory challenges the central and often pivotal concept of

(some) feminist theories: the concept "woman." Postmodernism is the antithesis to the core

concepts that provide the foundation to feminist theory and undermines political claims to

special treatment based on biological or social categories. Feminists fear the loss of the

political, social and individual identity provided by a unifying concept of "woman." Without

such an identity, it is believed, no impetus for political action will remain. Chantal Mouffe

states the threat accurately:





It is often said tliat tlie deconstruction of essential identities, which is the result of

acknowledging tlie contingency and ambiguity of every identity, renders feminist

political action impossible. Many feminists believe that, without seeing women as a

coherent identity, we cannot ground the possibility of a feminist political movement in

which women could luiite as women in order to formulate and pursue specific feminist

aims.'

Put simply, feminists fear tliat with the absorption of postmodernism, any feminist

politics will become impossible. Additionally, it is claimed that postmodernism has not taken

into consideration the question of gender in its own analysis and deconstruction of history,

language, social and political systems."

Nancy Hartsock protests that "just when we are talking about the changes we want,

ideas of progress and the possibility of systematically and rationally organizing human society

become dubious and suspect. Why is it only now that critiques are made of the will to power

inherent in the effort to create theory?"' hideed, it does seem overly coincidental that just

when feminists appear to be gaining solid ground in creating and reappropriating theories to

support feminist politics there springs out of nowhere an idea that there are no objective

truths, that it is impossible to structure society in the "right" way and that there are no

essential identities which one can claim. Feminists who share Hartsock's position support a

sort of "male conspiracy" theory that seeks to undermine the feminist political struggle

perhaps by subversively denying that progress or convergence towards the right truth or tlie

right structure is possible.

Andrea Nye explains the rise of postmodernism and tlie subsequent tensions in its

relationship to feminist theories firom the viewpoint of feminists who share Hartsock's

position:

A new generation of Western men. seemingly aware of their shortcomings, their





fragile egos, the easily disrupted meaning of their symbolic systems, and the

autiioritarian forces of their sciences, proclaimed a new postmodern self Was diis 'the

self,' the human self? Or did it only reflect a particular drama of self in a masculinist

culture fast losing its uncontested dominance in the world? Even more important, was
this new, postmodern self, or postmodern subject, as he has called himself, a self that

women could or should recognize as their own, or to which tliey should aspire?"^

Stated anotlier way, Nye is asking if male philosophers created postmodern theory as one last

attempt to ward off die impending feminist takeover of Uieory. If feminists do not address

postmodernism and tlie challenges it poses, feminist theory is leaving itself open and

vulnerable to the postmodern denial of essential identities (and therefore of the unifying

concept of "woman.") On the other hand, if feminists do recognize the postmodern self as

their own as Nye wonders, feminist theory is also at risk, again losing its unity and coherence

to a postmodern anti-essentialist nature. Since postmodernism denies essences, objective truth

and foundations, concepts that provide the structure for political theory and action in

feminism, feminists perceive a need to protect these concepts. Most attempt to simply figure

out a way to refiite postmodernism altogether.

In light of these considerations, feminists who dislike postmodern theory often reiterate

Audre Lourd's statement that "the master's tools will not dismantle the master's house,"

meaning that the appropriation of male-created theories (namely Enlightenment, rationalist

theories) will not help tlie destruction or dismantling of the structure and systems of

oppression tliat are legitimated by these theories. Feminist opponents of postmodernism

extend this analogy to include postmodernism as well as Enlightenment thinking, believing

tliat an appropriation of postmodernism will not only bring down all current systems of

organization but also undermine feminism and substitute in place a chaotic, meaningless

scramble of concepts, systems and structures that merely hinder progress towards a better





society.' The threat to feminist theory lies specifically in the fact tliat in tliis "chaotic

scramble," feminist claims are no more valued than sexist claims. Feminists who challenge

postmodern theory would argue in favor of Nye's question "do feminists need to reinvent the

wheel?"^ Can feminism only succeed if it acts by reappropriating terms and meanings and

twisting them to their own uses, or by creating an independent discourse of terms and

meanings? (ironically, the creation or re-creation of a new discourse is quite postmodern - but

this is a point that I refer to later in more detail.)

The greatest threat that postmodernism poses to feminism occurs on tiie

epistemological level. Postmodern epistemology fundamentally challenges the feminist

empiricist's and feminist standpoint's attempts to privilege gender in knowledge systems.

Before addressing this challenge, it is necessary to first present a brief account of feminist

empiricist and standpoint epistemologies.

Feminist empiricism holds the view that current science practices are not consciously

androcentric or sexist. They are, rather, incomplete extensions of good scientific method.

Feminist empiricists believe that a reinforcing of scientific method is all that is needed to

eliminate social gender biases. It fiuther holds that including women as a group in die

sciences and in scientific inquiry will help eliminate these biases because women notice

' Here, the question of whether or not I am referring to an Enlightenment or a feminist

notion of progress arises. Unless tliis notion of progress includes the recognition of the

exclusionary and skewed nature of Enlightenment humanism as a false humanism, it is not

feminist. However, for some feminists who follow tlie Enlightenment agenda of progress, this

claim is outrageous. Most feminists are not s>mpathetic with the denial of Enliglitenment

humanism. For die purposes of this paper, 1 shall hold it to be understood that a feminist

notion of "progress" must be divorced endrely from any Enlightenment agenda. In sum, I

refer to "progress" in the Enlightenment sense.





androcentric bias more readily tlian do men. Feminist empiricism "identifies bad science as

the problem, not science-as-usual.'"' Androceutricism and sexism, in other words, do not

occur when science is practiced properly, that is, in strict adlierence to the scientific method.

A feminist empiricist researcher would make the claim that, for instance, many animal

behaviorists researching the behavior patterns of lion prides in Africa have historically

imposed their male, androcentric beliefs of gendered social structure onto the study of tlie

lions' behavior patterns. This has led several traditional theorists to assert that lion prides are

"governed" by a patriarchal hierarchy, with the male lion in charge, so to speak. However, a

more appropriate reading of the evidence suggests that lion prides are not patriarchal but

instead may be matriarchal. Feminist empiricists insist that while methods of observations

remain the same, the interpretation of the data is cleansed of its masciiline bias with the

inclusion of women scientists and their impact of both the context of discovery and the

context of justification. Feminist empiricism basically argues that the presence of women in

the sciences enlarges the perspective used to understand and interpret the world.

Ironically, the feminist empiricist solution does little to preserve empiricism: "[it] in

fact deeply subverts empiricism . . . the social identity of the researcher is supposed to be

irrelevant to tlie 'goodness' of the results of research . . . feminist empiricists argue that

women . . . as a group are more likely to produce unbiased and objective results than are

men (or nonfeniinists) as a group.'" This is why, 1 argue, that feminist empiricist theory

reduces to feminist standpoint theory: feminist standpoint theor\' likewise holds that the

subjective experiences of women constitutes a "standpoint" that should serve as the starting

point for inquiry, research, justification and interpretation of results. Feminist standpoint also





criticizes the "context of discovery" as well as "context of justification." The "context of

justification" refers to the actual metliodology of science - the testing of hypotheses and

interpretation of data. Tlie "contex-t of discovery," the realm where most androcentric biases

occur, refers to tlie initial stage of any science project: the identification and questioning of

problems.

Botli of these tlieories share in common a grounding in the belief that there is an

objective standard, a set of values, and a universal knowledge to be reached. Harding

elaborates further upon this point: "both of [tliese] epistemological approaches appear to assert

tliat objectivity never has been and could not be increased by value-neutrality. Instead, it is

commitments to anti-authoritarian, anti-elitist, participatory, and emancipatory values and

projects that increase the objectivity of science."^ Interestingly enough, the recognition that

certain values increase objectivity is a pragmatic move that suggests that the meaning of

"objectivity" may be changing. However, this is a point to be discussed later in Section IV.

Feminist postmodernism, embracing a postmodern epistemology, challenges the belief

in both objectivity and universality. Postmodernism in general denies the possibility of any

universal categories or objective truths, including those of feminism. Postmodernism requires

the lack of epistemic privileging, and the decentralization of epistemic power and, thereby, the

reconceptualization of theory and of politics. Of course feminists are going to be tlireatened

by a theory tliat appears to greatly undermine feminist foundations and further deny the

privileging that women as a group seem to need in order to make any kind of political claims.

Tliere are grounds to make tlie claim that feminist standpoint theory collapses into

feminist postmodern theory. Standpoint theory now speaks of the unique experiences.
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identities and perspectives gleaned from tliose who live on the margins of mainstream social

experience or who occupy multiple identity axes. Standpoint theory came to realize that

knowledge and reality are fragmented for marginalized or multiply identified lives. As a

result, this emergent view of multiple standpoint theory holds that it is more important to

consider everybody's view as significant because it will piece together with other perspectives

as a whole and move us closer towards the larger understanding of reality. It is at tliis point

that the feminist standpoint theory suggests postmodern tendencies. This view is problematic

for some feminist theorists because "this view [of multiple standpoint thinking] means that

different experiences begin to be equated with different knowledges, 'ways of knowing,' and

suggests once again that the category of Woman is not unified. It further hints that women

may have 'multiple selves.'"' Further unsettling is the argument that if feminist empiricist and

standpoint epistemologies reduce to postmodern epistemology, then all feminist

epistemologies reduce to postmodern epistemology. This reduction does not happen of its

own accord but, rather, in light of discussing and comparing them. In my interpretation of

feminist epistemologies, all of diem, except postmodern epistemology, speak in some way of

either the standpoint, the viewpoint, or the subjectivity of women. Woman or feminists. The

referral to and use of standpoint brings an epistemology either into the feminist empiricist or

standpoint camp. Thus, all feminist epistemologies reduce to postmodern epistemology.

A postmodern approach to feminist epistemology reveals four fundamental problems in

feminist theory. Judith Grant summarizes tliem in her treatment of die feminist search for an

epistemological foundation. First, the notion of a gendered experience and knowledge suggest

a universal category of woman. Many feminists seek to discover, interpret and employ the





possibility of a unifying female experience tliat would establish a category with specific

needs, interests, and desires. What better way to develop a political platform?

Postmoderaism's denial of universal categories appears to hinder this feminist project.

Second, tlie "idea of epistemology assimies a subject and an object, a knower and

known, which must be described and named."'" Tims, in establishing a feminist

epistemology, it becomes necessary to define and describe women in general, thus delineating

the boundaries of what constitutes the subject woman. Unfortunately, postmodernism

maintains that even thougli such a description may indeed be possible for pragmatic purposes,

it is not the only description nor is it eternal. Postmodernism further posits that while

describing women may be possible temporarily and locatedly, defining women is a much

more complex task tliat really cannot be achieved at all. Definitions require an essence, a

unity that occurs universally. For postmodernists, this is not possible. Thus, feminists hate

the postmodern denial of tlie superiority of, the very possibility of, a distinctly feminist

epistemology. Many feminists believe that unless there is a distinctly feminist epistemology,

there is no grounding for a feminist political and social project.

Third, in the search for a feminist epistemology there is tlie additional problem of

defining women's knowledge. Anyone familiar with feminism knows that real life women are

both shaped and divided by a multiplicity of experiences and lives. For example, an upper

class Black woman's experiences vary greatly from those of a middle class disabled Latina

woman. The experiences of tliese women cut across several categories: race, class, and

ability as well as gender. The nature of ex7)eriential knowledge suggests that different groups,

comprised of a variety of cross-categorical and cross-cultural experiences, have equal claims
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to defining their realities. Feminists oppose postmodemism's lack of epistemic privileging in

asserting that without it the problems of relativism emerge and "an ever-expanding additive

model of tlieories of knowledge" would result." Tlie problem of women's knowledge lies in

the problem of how to define a group. Feminists want to have a defined group because it

enables a position of privilege and power that results fi-om the identity provided in a labeled

group. Of course, postmodernism denies essential identities, and therefore, denies defined

groups and holds them to be contingent. However, while postmodernism denies non-fluid,

static categories, it does not deny pragmatic, amorphous categories; in this way, the idea of

categories need not and indeed should not be utterly abandoned.

The final problem in tlie search for a feminist epistemology is that feminism has never

made it clear why the experiences of "women," if such a group were possible, would or

should count more heavily than those of any other group in terms of "being 'true' measures of

reality."'^ Feminists have cited various reasons why women as a group need epistemic

privileging but have been unable to protect themselves against the charge that feminists

overlook otlier oppressed groups that can also provide "true measures of reality." Some fear

that in an effort to extend epistemic equality to all oppressed groups or standpoints that

feminism will reduce to mere humanism. This reduction is the scariest postmodern threat:

without legitimate philosophical, epistemological and political arguments for the privileging of

certain group's experience, the groimd for a specifically feminist agenda is weakened on two

counts. First, loss of epistemic privileging entaUs loss of agency. The entire point of tlie

feminist struggle to gain epistemic privilege has been to legitimate women's claims and

experiences, to gain authoritative voice, and to enable women to have their own responsibilitv
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and control over tlieir lives. Tliis move is essential to tlie granting of autonomous agency to a

group. Agency is all about having the privilege and die power to speak authoritatively, to

make free decisions, and to live die life of one's choosing. Postmodernism has been

interpreted as threatening this agency, which is the very core of the feminist struggle. I shall

show this to be an erroneous concern.

Tlie second reason why feminists fear postmodernism turns on the point that unless

women's experiences are privileged, feminism is merely humanism. Feminism reduces to

humanism because of the similarity of the goals of bodi feminism and humanism. Bodi

movements (claim to) seek equality, liberty, the end to oppression and the free pursuit of

happiness. The distinguishing feature of feminism is of course that it struggles to achieve

these goals for women as women. Thus, feminism holds itself to be a unique movement, not

unUke humanism, that provides women with resources that humanism caimot, simply because

feminism alone recognizes and privileges women's experiences. Therefore, as soon as

women's experiences are no longer privileged, feminism loses its characteristic as a movement

for women and simply becomes yet another humanistic movement that works to end

oppression." Thus, the loss of agency and the loss of jobs in feminist theory are compelling

reasons for many feminists to refute postmodernism.

Interestingly enough, the questions raised by the postmodern threat to feminism make

room for a humanism that does not lay off feminist theorists from work or deny women

^ Mary Poovey likewise asserts that by privileging "sex, feminism, like humanism,
marginalizes all other forms of differences that would fracture the gendered binary -

differences like race, age, class, religion or sexual preference." Mary Poovey, "Feminism and
Postmodernism - Another View," eds. Margaret Ferguson and Jennifer Wicke, Boundary 2,

(Duke University Press, vol 9, no. 2, summer 1992) 51.
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specifically feminist agency or deny gendered knowledge. In the rest of this work, 1 shall

demonstrate how tlie reconciliation of postmodernism and feminism does more than save

feminist tlieory. It will indeed cause feminism to become humanism, but this shall not be a

reduction of one tlieory into another. Instead, this humanism will be a distinctly feminist,

democratic, anarchistic, and pragmatic humanism, not the tokenistic, liberal, selective and

exclusive humanism from tlie Enlightenment project.

Section II: WJiat is a Postmodern Epistemology?

Many feminists have based their refusal of postmodernism and postmodern

epistemology primarily on the grounds that it threatens the existence of feminist theory.

Postmodernism denies tlie possibility of strategically or tlieoretically unifying women on the

basis of a universal characteristic. Feminists are right in perceiving the lack of essence or

imiversals as threatening to tlieory. Postmodern epistemology does deny essence and

imiversals; quite a few feminist theories, such as those of many "cultural" feminists,^ rely on a

universal concept of Woman to strategically unify women to end gender oppression. Cultural

feminists produce theory that seeks to establish the most strategically useful imiversal

conception of woman around which to wrap a political paradigm; one that reaches and applies

^ For the purposes of this work, by cultural feminism I mean any theory that holds that

every macroculture actually contains two microcultures - the male and female culmres.

Female culture is thought to have characteristics distinct from and supplemented by the

dominant male culture. Tliese characteristics, such as passivity, nurturance or emotional

intuitiveness, are tliought to be tlie most positive ex-pressions of eitlier female socialization or

essence. One does not necessarily have to be an essentialist, with regards to a female

"nature" to be a cultural feminist, but claims to a universal female socialization are equallv as

dubious.
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to all women in die world and at the same time provides a strategy or strategies that ends all

women's oppression. Wliat these feminists are coming to realize, however, is that the

difficulty in arriving at a stable universalizing political concept is captured in the question

"who for whom?" This question draws attention to the fact that theory has often been

constructed by one group of people for another group of people without ever really

considering this "odier" group's own articulation of their needs, interests, desires, or accounts

of subjective experiences; in short, their knowledge claims.

Postmodern epistemology is primarily a methodology. It seeks to deconstruct

essences, meanings, authoritative claims of knowledge, truth and systems of power,

particularly tliose tliat are instrumental in the subjection of others. Postmodern epistemology

also questions the Enlightenment-based search for objective knowledge that asserts the

existence of a kind of objective, "outside" standard of truth. Postmodern epistemology holds

knowledge to be the process of developing and desconstructing new and old discourses rather

than as a product of theorizing. Most importantly, postmodern epistemology asserts that the

process by which knowledge is developed, the methodology, is ever-changing and fluid. This

point becomes key to tlie problem of an adjudicating standard for competing knowledge

claims posed later in section FV.

Postmodernism recognizes the impact of social forces on ilie process of knovvledse

development as well as on die phenomenological experience of "subjective" knowledge. Put

simply, tliis means that postmodernism understands there to be an enormous and highly

complex fabric of interwoven forces that shape "subjective" experience. "Subjective"

experience is more than just the individual's understanding or expression of her own personal
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and unique experience - it also includes tlie postmodern recognition that there are forces

outside of the individual's direct experiences that need to be considered. For example, some

women claim to never have experienced sexism. Postmodernists (and many if not all

feminists) would respond tliat it is necessary for these women to look at the "big picture" and

understand the intricate process of socialization that occurs to make women say they've never

experienced sexism.

Jane Flax points to anotlier characteristic of postmodern epistemologies; they challenge

philosophies of mind, truth, language and the Real . . . postmodernists claim that tliere

is and can be no transcendental mind; on the contrary, what we call mind or reason is

only an affect of discourse . . . truth ... is an affect of discourse . . . each discourse

has its own distinctive set or rules or procedures that govern tlie production of what is

to count as a meaningfiil or truthful statement . . . discourses are local, heterogeneous,

and often incommensurable. . . truth [then becomes] discourse dependent."'^

Truth is a function of language and of the power relationships that are mapped by linguistic

discourses. Tlius, trutli can be spoken by those who follow the given rules of discourse.

Those who speak without following the rules are dismissed as inferior, substandard and

deviant. For example, tlie recent movie version of Gulliver's Travels describes the story of

Gulliver's return to home after a nine year absence. The doctor who is courting Gulliver's

wife locks Gulliver up in a mental hospital because of the "outlandish" stories he recounts.

Who ever heard of people four inches tall? And a flying island? And a colony of human

Yahoos ruled by elite upperclass horses? Gulliver wins his freedom from the hospital not by

virtue of his elegant speech that seeks to reveal and undermine tlie European system of

subordination and power structures, but by virtue of material, "objective" evidence. His son

marches into tlie hearing at the last minute and produces a sheep the size of a mouse that

testifies to the possibility of the four-inch tall Lilliputian people. In challenging the riaid
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rules of discourse, he had to produce counterevidence to the belief tliat diere is a "stable,

unchanging, and unitary Real against which our thoughts can be tested."'^ But he had to do

so in a way - in a language - that was accepted by his society, and especially by his

examiners. We can leam from Gulliver's story tlie importance of relying on the "view from

everywhere." Had his examiners not been the logical-positivist, Enlightenment-entrenched

pure knowledge-seeking hardnoses that they were, Gulliver's description of another culture

probably would have not sent him on a loony-bin trip. Without even pausing to question or

seek verifiable proof of Gulliver's travels, the doctor at once denied Gulliver any epistemic

authority. The moral of Gulliver's situation is that as participants in tlie Western worldview

we should remember that we are not the only generators of true knowledge.

Postmodern epistemology seeks to replace the empirical "view from nowhere" with the

"view from everywhere." Jane Flax describes this view as "admittedly partial and

fragmentary multiples of one."" Postmodernism does not uphold the belief that there is an

outside, objective, God's eye view to truth, reality or knowledge. Instead, it believes that the

way to arrive at a common understanding of truth or reality or knowledge is by abandoning

the search for pure knowledge. By imderstanding that we create and change meanings and

truths rather than "discover" immutable facts, we will be able to develop the kinds of realities

we had hoped to discover in die universe.

Pivotal to postmodern theory is die belief that knowledge is not a final, completed

product. It is not something tliat can be had or reached or found or discovered. It is

constantly being produced, created and constructed, not by individuals, but by communities,

whether they be religious, political, academic or social institutions: the discourses commonly
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produced by tliese communities reflect the values of the dominant members of these sources

of meanings. Nor is knowledge produced, created and constructed once and for all. It is an

on-going, continual process. Tlie creation and production of knowledge is fluid and ever-

changing. Further, the process by which knowledge is distinguished from falsity is itself

always changing and fluid.

Both feminism and postmodernism share similar goals: the undermining of claims to

autlioritative understanding of reality. Botli seek to understand and deconstruct relations of

power. Both feminists and postmodernists ask what is entailed in the race for creating

foundational theories. Both want to know who authors the theory, what her subjective

standpoint is, what are tlie socially constructed forces surrounding her, for whom the theory

works, who it includes and excludes and what it authorizes. Feminists fear postmodern

theory's encroachment into their domain and the subsequent loss of feminist theory via the

deconstruction of the unity of the category of "woman." Rather than fearing postmodernism,

however, tlieorists should welcome it. A feminism that adheres to the core concept of woman

is already running itself into trouble. Any familiarity with contemporary feminist theory

reveals many problems with the concept of a unifying and essentially natured woman. There

is no such universal category "woman" holding all real women together alike in their

struggles against patriarchy. Assertions to the contrary operate in much the same way tliat the

white male norms operate, often by excluding tlie experiences of other disempowered groups

such as women of color, Lesbians, disabled women. Third World women, or poor women. A

postmodern approach denies the possibility of an exclusionary core concept by denvina the

permanency of any theory, strategy or even ideology. Core concepts cannot exist for
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postmodernism, let alone serve as a foundation or structure for theory. Because there are no

universals in a postmodern worldview, there is no foundational core concept tliat can include

or apply to all women.

Postmodernism recognizes that all theories are created and produced by socially

constructed, historically boimd individuals and institutions. Because of tliis, an understanding

of theory requires also an understanding of history and the socio-political and intellectual

forces out of which theories develop. Feminism, as a set of political methodologies, needs to

have the ability to imderstand and deconstruct various discourses in order to be able to

counter them. Elizabeth Grosz states: "as a series of strategic interventions into patriarchal

social and theoretical paradigms, feminism must develop a versatile and wide-rangins set of

conceptual tools and methodological procedures to arm itself.""^ Feminists must look towards

postmodernism for ways to arm itself.

Section III: How Postmodernism and Feminism Are Reconcilable

Linda Singer, in her essay "Feminism and Postmodernism," describes and critiques

tliree possible ways of imifying postmodernism and feminism. The first is through a kind of

"marriage" that unites the two without integrating them. Thus, they are maintained as two

separate and sometimes complimentary entities. The result is that this "conjunction is

elective, selective, and therefore, circumscribed in its scope and impact."'^ In other words,

the conjunction of feminism and postmodernism need not be radical or completely absorbina:

tliere are ways for feminism to appropriate the appealing fragments of postmodern theory.

However, as a result, this move would not be far-reaching at all, not to mention ultimately
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self-refuting. It would be self-refuting because a partial appropriation, while absorbing the

pleasing features of postmodernism, does not protect that which feminists fear most: feminist

theoretical foundation. For example, feminist standpoint theory, as articulated by Sandra

Harding, holds tlie solution to be dependent upon tlie success of understanding, establishing

and knowing multiple standpoints. In this case, standpoint tlieory advocates an appropriation

of the "multiplicity" trait of postmodern tlieory, while yet retaining the feminist concept of a

"women's unity" or a "women's standpoint."

The second possibility is based upon kinship or family resemblance. "The

relationship is thus like that of siblings who share common genetic origins and yet also are

placed in a differential familial semiotic characterized by a division of labor, accompanied by

a certain rivalry."'** Singer here suggests an understanding of feminism and postmodernism as

sharing the same roots. She is suggesting that postmodernism and feminism share more

similarities than not. Singer further adds: "One theme that recurs with variations in each of

these critical paradigmatic spheres is an explicit discursive strategy of challenging the terms,

conventions, and symbols of hegemonic authority in ways that foreground the e\-plicitly

transgressive character of this enterprise."" This suggests that not only do feminism and

postmodernism share overlapping goals, but that they need one another to achieve these goals.

The required alliance is often met with hostility: feminists have questioned why it is tliat just

when feminism is gathering its feet underneath itself, a tlieory comes out that challenges

everything feminism previously rested on. But is it not possible that as feminists are

challenging patriarchal power structures, their brother postmodernists are likewise

undermining and questioning authority and producing the new postmodern self ?
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While 1 favor die kinship model as a way to convince and persuade feminists to meet

postmodernism with less hostility, it is not an exactly advantageous model to use. Feminists

can deny kinship to postmodernism based on tlie type of feminist background they claim.

One can hardly e.xpect "neither feminism nor postmodernism [to] operate as one big happy

family.""" The model that Singer favors and tliat is more strategically advantageous is tliat of

tlie coqiorate merger.

Some of the proposed linkages between postmodernism and feminism emerge from a

modification of this corporate metaphor. The hope is that the viability of these

enterprises will be enhanced by a pooling of resources - which in this case are mostly

conceptual and strategic currencies. But beyond the value emergent from these

exchanges, one of postmodernism and feminism's major assets is the audiences and

intertextual networks and institutions this work has collected and solidified over the

years. Hence we should not be surprised that many writers, journals, and publishers

are interested in paradigmatic crossovers ... it is a conjunction that is not true or

grounded, necessary or verifiable. It is a conjunction made in the name of truth and

freedom on the one hand, ignorance as the restrictive deployment of hegemonic force

on tlie other ... the conjunction of feminism and postmodernism helps sustain for

many of us, the prospect of some multipronged, albeit uncoordinated, counterculture -

some intertextual network of resistance to those forces which seek to appropriate

cultural artifacts as pedagogical instruments of authoritarianism and acculturation to

dominance."'

Singer's closing remark is worth repeating: "if the fiction of some conspiratorial

connection between feminists and postmodernists engenders anxiety in the hearts and heads of

the hegemonically powerful and institutionally entrenched - this might be a story that is worth

repeating - at least until such time as such stories are no longer necessary."" Such an

approach is useful or pragmatic, in the philosophical sense of the term. Herein lies the key.

Not only does pragmatism serve as the link between feminism and postmodernism, it also

serves as the standard by which we can adjudicate between competing claims to knowledge,

an issue which I address more thoroualilv in sections III and IV.
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When feminists worry or object that the "master's tools will not dismantle tlie master's

house," I suggest tliat they consider die possibilities pragmatism has to offer. Donna Haraway

uses her cyborg imagery to arrive at the conclusion that other practical feminists have:

cyborg writing is about the power to survive not on the basis of original innocence

[objectivity], but on the basis of seizing the tools to mark the world that marked them

as other. The tools are often stories, retold stories, versions that reverse and displace

the hierarchical dualisms of natiu^alized identities.^^

Funlier, feminism benefits fi-om postmodern insights. Teresa de Lauretis more than

demonstrates the pragmatism of a pluralistic worldview witliin and structuring the feminist

movement in Milan, Italy. Tlie book which she edited, Sexual Difference, is exemplary of a

collective, pluralistic and pragmatic movement. It is worth noting that the book likewise was

collectively written. Let us look at two quotes that demonstrate a postmodern influenced

pragmatism;

The women's movement differs from other political movements in that it rapidly

changes its practices. This characteristic is especially evident in Milanese feminism,

where it takes the form of downright experimentation. Political practices change for

different reasons and in different ways from one time to the next, either to try a new
approach to an old problem or because an unforeseen problem crops up. There are

practices tliat are mutually exclusive - such as the practice of the unconscious with

respect to autocoscienza; practices that can coexist, and practices that require other

specific ones, like the practice of doing and the practice of relationships among
women. "^

This expression of the women's movement in Milan evidently has little problem with a

constantly changing and fluid program of practices and action. Milanese feminism, according

to this passage, seems to maintain that it is necessary to uphold the belief that "whatever

works, works" when developing strategies and plans. Additionally, Milanese feminism

understands that there are many kinds of practices and lliat at no one time does one practice

suffice. All resources, practices and theories must be allowed to co-exist so that there is a
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rich and diverse source of possibilities from which to choose. Ilie book further demonstrates

Milanese feminists' lack of patience and sympathy for elaborate theory:

Ideology is 'political discourse which no longer has ties witli reality.' Ideology ... 'is

very chatty,' 'produces illusions and consolations over and over again,' and 'leaves

things as they are.' Feminism is ideological if it functions as 'a reconstituted, ready-

made discourse' which takes the place of the 'production of ideas through the

collective modification of reality' ... it is not the lack of political practice which

makes feminism ideological, but rather tlie lack of a specific women's practice, a

practice marked, that is, by sexual difference: 'in the absence of a specific political

practice of our own, an empty sjjace is left open that can be filled by ideological

feminism.' The latter is sustained by 'a unifying goal,' while an authentic women's
politics builds on the 'many experiences, possibilities, and differences' expressed by
worn en.

"^

This statement is significant because it demonstrates a demand for a practice that

reflects the fact that women are different from one another, not just from men. Milanese

feminism additionally recognizes that there is a need for a "specific women's practice" that is

structured by the fact that women are indeed different from women. It is important to

understand that Milanese feminism, like the postmodern feminism I suggest, opposes the

liberal feminist ideal of an androgynous society where the burdens and benefits are distributed

in ways other tlian according to sex. Milanese and postmodern feminists like being women,

however, they recognize that there is not one defining concept of woman. Rather, there is (or

should be) a nearly infinite number of ways to be a woman.

These statements reflect several feminists' understanding of postmodernism to date.

Postmodernism teaches that the power of discourse is real and that it must be deconstructed in

order to understand it as well as to undermine it. And. more importantly, it also teaches that

no one individual can alone create her own world, her own discourse, because everv human

being is a social being. Every human benefits from knowledge passed onto her as a social
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product. Ever>' human being is standing on the shoulders of those who came before us. No

one can exist in a society with others and maintain an "autonomy of reason," as Lorraine

Code tenns it. Our decisions, actions, and behaviors, even if completely and utterly selfish,

are inextricably interwoven with the decision, actions and behaviors of others.

Tliis complex fabric of inter-involvement also exists at the level of theory and

knowledge production. No one individual alone can claim responsibility or privilege for

producing a new theory or discovering a new "law" of the universe. Not even geniuses like

Einstein can claim sole and full responsibility for tlie theory of relativity. Our "subjectivity' is

never 'pure' or fully autonomous but inheres in selves that are shaped by cultural discourses

and that are always embodied - selves lliat thus are also gendered.""'' This simply means that

our "subjectivity" is not just our point of view or our feelings about sexism, but relies also on

tlie recognition that our point of view and feelings are themselves influenced by the

constructions surrounding us. In other words, no one's point of view originates purely and

solely from one person; it is heavily influenced by surrounding social forces that help shape,

if not dictate, an individual's point of view. Additionally, postmodernism claims that

experience itself is always mediated through language - a narrative of subjects and objects set

in certain value relations to one anotlier.

Sonia Kruks succinctly states the problem that feminists face in appropriating a

postmodern approach in theory and in practice: while we need not fear a "deatli of the

subject" woman, due to postmodern discourse,

it is important for feminist politics that we remain able to grant a role to individual

consciousness and agency, to insist even on a notion of individual responsibilitv for

our actions. But we must do so while also acknowledging the ways in which

subjectivity is discursively and socially constructed. In particular, we need to be able
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to account for gender as an aspect of subjectivity, but to do so without either

essentializing or dehistoricizing it."^

This need to preserve a certain amount of autonomous agency is likewise problematic

for Iris M. Young, who asserts tliat issues of identity must also be addressed. She questions

whetlier discussions of gender identity have a normalizing power; "what can it mean to use

the terra wonianl"'^ In much tlie same way tliat the women of Milan created their socio-

symbolic practice, Yoimg arrives at the conclusion that unless women can be conceptualized

as a group: "individualist ideology ... in fact obscures oppression. Without conceptualizing

women as a group in some sense, it is not possible to conceptualize oppression as a

systematic, structured, institutional process . . . denial of the reality of a social collective

termed women reinforces the privilege of tliose who benefit from keeping women divided.""'

In other words, without a conception and practice of solidarity, there is the threat that some

women will not help other women in similar situations. For example, in the area of sports

and sports administration, as in nearly all areas of specializations, women have managed to

secure relatively few elite positions. Unfortunately, some women find it advantageous or

prestigious to maintain tlie status quo, thus solidifying their own positions as one of a few

who have "made it."

Drawing on a reinterpretation of Sartre, Young suggests that we conceptualize women

as a serial collective. I shall quote again at length here - Young's imderstanding of Sartrean

seriality is effective as well as exemplary of a postmodern feminist approach:

Seriality designates a level of social life and action, the level of habit and tlie

unreflective reproduction of ongoing historical social structures. Self-conscious groups
arise from and on tlie basis of serialized existence, as a reaction to it and an active

reversal of its anonymous and isolating conditions. Applying the concept of seriality

to gender . . . makes theoretical sense out of saying tliat "women" is a reasonable
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social category expressing a certain kind of social unity. At tlie same time,

conceptualizing gender as a serial collectivity avoids tlie problems that emerge from

saying diat women are a single group . . . Thinking about gender as seriality

disconnects gender from identity. On the one hand, as Elizabeth Spelman argues, at

the level of individual personal identity, there is no way to distinguish the 'gender part'

of the person from her 'race part' or her 'class part.' It may be appropriate, as Butler

argues, to think of subjects or personal identities as constituted rather than as some

transcendental talk origin of consciousness or action. It nevertheless would be

misleading to tliink of individual persons as mixtures of gender, race, class, and

national attributes. Each person's identity is unique - the history and meaning she

makes and develops from her dealings with otlier people, her communicative

interactions through media, and her manner of taking up the particular serialized

structures whose prior history positions her. No individual woman's identity, then, will

escape the markings ofgender, but how gender marks her life is her own.^"

Kruks likewise refers to already existing texts to find answers for establishing a

method of reconciliation between feminism and postmodernism. She closes her essay on

Simone de Beauvoir's work by stating, "if [feminists] need to seek a way between

hyperconstructivism and essentialism, Beauvoir's work remains richly suggestive as to how we

might set about it."^'

Kruks' and Young's ways of thinking and reinterpreting old text are exemplary of what

postmodern feminism is and can be. While traditional postmodernism can be threatening to

feminist discourse by virtue of its deconstructive epistemology and method, feminism can go

about constructing its ever-shifting, fluid, yet tangible strategies that manifest in practices.

Feminism need not fear political paralysis while embracing a postmodern worldview. In fact,

feminism brings to postmodernism concrete, tangible, pragmatic and necessary ways to protect

itself from sliding into extreme relativism and hyperconstructivism. As I stated previously,

pragmatism as a concept provides ways for feminists to overcome tlie political paralysis diat

seems to accompany postmodern epistemology. 1 shall now refer to a problem that Lorraine

Code poses; I find her solution to be a possible example of how to use pragmatism in order to
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address tlie problem of preserving individual agency while incorporating postmodern

epistemology into feminist tlieory. Though Lorraine Code does not fully embrace the

postmodern position, she sees its potential usefiilness for the restructuring or reshaping of

feminist theory. At tlie same time, she also provides ways for feminist theorists to retain

some sense of stable ground when approaching postmodern epistemology.

In her work. What Con She Know?, Code provides an extensive analysis of the

"autonomy of reason." She demonstrates and thorouglily debunks the mytli of reason and

theory as privileged over practice. In doing so, she also revives the third type of knowing

that has been played down and increasingly ignored as the epistemic tradition of

Enlightenment, empiricist, autonomous reasoners grew. This third type of knowledge, which

we learn about in our introductory epistemology classes and subsequently forget, is

acquaintance knowledge. She demonstrates that the so-called autonomous epistemic agents

are actually acquaintance knowers, or what she terms "second persons" in the relationship of

knowing others. Her conclusions are predicated upon the realization that if knowledge is not

a function of autonomous reason and is. rather, a social construction, tlien knowledge can no

longer be viewed as a final product, but must be viewed as a process."

The problem tliat Code faces is the problem that all feminists face when dealing with

the epistemological issue of debunking Enlightenment thinking: when Code provides ample

reasons to deny tlie autonomy of reason, she is left with the postmodern critique of objective,

pure, or even stable knowledge. Tliis critique works well to undermine Enlightenment

rationalism, but it also undermines feminist theory. As I pointed out in Section I. manv
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contemporary feminists reject postmodernism on the grounds that it leaves feminism vvitli no

theoretical foundations from which to carry on a feminist politics.

0\ er die course of two chapters, "Tlie Autonomy of Reason" and "Women and

Experts," Code structures a possible way of reconciling feminism with postmodernism. In

moving away from the autonomy of reason. Code suggest that tliere would be a consequential

move towards llie more pragmatic "cognitive interdependence."" In odier words, the

community of knowers and inquirers becomes the primary knovver, not individuals witliin the

community. Code states that "tlie construction of knowledge is an intersubjective process,

dependent for its achievement upon communal standards of legitimation and implicadon in die

power and institutional structures of communities and social orders. The intricacies of the

politics of knowledge in any community and die status of cognitive authorities and of 'state

of the art' knowledge need, contrary to the autonomy-of-reason view, to be counted among the

conditions that make knowledge possible.""

Tliis passage draws upon the intersubjective knowledge processes within a community

to address the primary feminist concern; the lack of a method or standards for adjudicating

between knowledge claims. Code is suggestiing that any community, system or construction

of knowledge exists and functions only because it is communal standards that enable such

knowledge processes. Subsequently, it is necessary to recognize, in true postmodern fashion,

that the "politics of knowledge" and die "status of cognitive authorities" (i.e., the scientists,

die policy makers, etc.,) are intricately interwoven in die production of knowledge.

It is at this point that Code's revival of acquaintance knowledge becomes pertinent.

Without ever explicidy stating so, die entirety of Code's work suggest diat the revi\al of the
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acquaintance knowledge or "second personhood" is intimately bound in the pragmatism of

communal knowing. She specifically draws upon the possibilities that second personhood

knowledge offers in the face of postmodern "loss of control " By postmodern loss of control

I refer to tlie inference that there is no possibility for "true" autonomous agency or self-

determination once die postmodern worldview is grasped: "a human subject is a cultural

product
"^'^

Thus, if hiunans are cultural products and since cultural products necessarily

entail complex constructions of socio-political, cultural, gendered, racial and class identities, it

is quite understandable tliat tliose still stuck in the Enlightenment or just coming out of it

would feel a need for some sort of self-control. Hence autonomous agency and reason

appeals because it promises a way to intervene and control one's life. Of course,

postmodernists do not believe that autonomous reasoning, in the conventional sense, is

possible because our choices are socially constructed. Code seeks to address the postmodern

"loss of control" by relying on second personhood knowledge: "recalling the experiences of

how people are, developmentally, second persons and seeing friendships as empowering

relationships may make it possible to circumnavigate some of the neo-deterministic

implications of postmodern, deconstructed subjectivity."^*

At this point Code turns towards Linda AIcofFs reconceptualization of "subjectivity" as

"positionality" as a way to handle the multiple and fluid subjectivity of postmodernism as

well as to maintain some sort of standard for adjudication. While Alcoffs suggestions are

theoretically sound, tliey lack the kind of structure that Richard Rorty's neo-pragmatic

postmodern approach can provide. Tliis is a more complete conceptualization of what to do
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witli a multiple, fluid and contingent self. This is an issue that I discuss fully in Section IV

of this work.

As I demonstrate in the following passages, many feiTiinist theorists have talked about

the conditions necessary for the reconciliation of feminism and postmodernism but have not

specifically named it. I suggest that these necessary conditions have been hiding in plain all

along and simply have not been recognized by feminists. The solution, as I explicate later in

Section IV, is wrapped up in a neo-pragmatic standard of adjudication.

Both Lorraine Code and Lytm Hankinson Nelson discuss the importance of shiftina tlie

focus on knowledge construction from the individual to the community of epistemic agents.

Code states: "tliere are urgent questions for epistemologists to address ... I am thinking of

questions about how credibility is established, about connections between knowledge and

power, about political agendas . . . these questions are less concerned with individual,

monologic, cognitive agents than with the working of epistemic commimities."^'

Lynn Nelson makes fiuther claims concerning epistemic communities. In her work,

"Epistemological Communities,"^* she makes the claim that feminists need to "recognize

'epistemological communities' as the agents of epistemology."^'^ She goes on to assert that

"communities that construct and acquire knowledge are not collections of independently

knowing individuals; such communities are epistemologically prior to individuals who

know."*' Not only does this coincide witli Code's demand for an understanding of questions

concerning epistemic communities, it also supports Code's refutation of autonomous knowers.

Put simply, both Code and Nelson make the same two claims: one, that autonomous knowers

do not exist because all knowers rely on and use systems and objects of knowledge that were
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created before them; two (and this claim is predicated upon tlie first claim), that iaiowledge is

a communal project. As a result, it is pragmatic to understand knowledge and epistemic

processes in terms of the community.

Nelson raises tlie potential problem of tlie lack of "litmus test for identifying

epistemological communities."^' Without such criteria, we also lack standards for

adjudicating between competing claims to knowledge. Nelson uses a pragmatic approach to

suggest a solution:

where we recognize such communities and their parameters will be a function of the

nature of our projects and purposes . . . of the definitions communities give to

themselves and the projects they undertake . . . and of the importance such

conmiunities attribute to tlie standards and knowledge they share with larger groups

and those they do not - decisions which will also be relative to specific purposes and

interests.^'

Code and Alcoff similarly suggest ways to handle the (beneficial) lack of objective,

clear-cut, precise and controlling boundaries and standards. Code asserts that "inquiry is at

once critical and self-critical. But [it] is not a monologic, self-sufficient enterprise.

Conclusions are reached and immoderate subjective omissions and commissions become

visible in dialogic processes among inquirers and - in social science - between inquirers and

the subjects of their research. "^^ In other words, in order for "critical and self-critical inquiry"

to work, the subjectivity of the knowledge seekers and of the subjects themselves must be

taken into account. Additionally, tliis process of inquiry cannot be completed alone - it must

be a communal enterprise.

As I mentioned earlier. Code sees in Alcoff yet anotlier way to negotiate postmodern

fluidities to feminists' advantage: a conceptualization of women's positionality enables tlie

possible grounding of a "feminist argument for women, not on a claim tliat their innate
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capacities are being stunted, but that their position vvitiiin the network lacks power and

mobility and requires radical change. "^^ Tliis pragmatic approach does not concern itself with

whether or not people believe women to have innate capacities. Instead, it cares only about

tlie contingency of women's positionality and seeks to understand the network of relationships

siuTounding women's positions. Implicit in tliis strategy to deconstruct and understand the

complex fabric of socio-political, cultiu"al and historical forces is the requirement to be

constantly and critically inquiring about the "self as subject and object, particularly in

relations to others and the environment.

I wish to make absolutely clear that feminists should not refute postmodernism by

drawing upon one more analysis. Again, I shall refer to Code's work, this time because it

seems to me tliat her position epitomizes the general feminist resistance to a full embracing of

postmodern tlieory while appealing to the pragmatism as well as the freedom postmodernism

ofifers. Code states her position as one . . . "for which knowledge is always relative to (a

perspective on, a standpoint in) specifiable circiunstances. Hence it is constrained by a

realist, empiricist commitment according to which getting those circumstances right is vital to

effective action."'" This statement is a middle-ground choice between extreme absolutism and

extreme relativism. It does not indicate a feminist empiricist position as it holds "perspective"

and "standpoint" as important considerations in the process of knowledge creation (i.e., tlie

subjectivity of the researcher, her social background, the questions asked, the kind of

language used). On tlie otlier hand, this position may be thought of as a feminist standpoint

position (as may theorists have claimed).
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In light of lier larger work. What Con She Know''', I'm inclined to believe tliat Code

maintains a more postmodern position than standpoint. I find an attempt at labelling of her

position to be usefiil for the moment because it demonstrates exactly what feminist political

scientist Judith Grant has to say about feminist standpoint and feminist postmodernist

epistemologies. Grant's point is that standpoint theory collapses into postmodern theory.

Feminist standpoint theorists, in order to meet feminists' demand for a recognition of varied

differences among women themselves, developed a position which is often termed "multiple"

standpoint tlieory. Tliis position enables feminists to take into account tlie plurality of

different women's experiences and claims to knowledge (by "different" I refer to the

differences that occur along the lines of race, class, sexual orientation, culture, age, disability,

and other identity formation axes). Yet, multiple standpoint tlieory does not differ greatly

from the epistemologies that emerge from the postmodern worldview.''

Returning to Code's statement with Grant's position in mind, it becomes clear tliat

many contemporary feminists have been making elaborate but insightful claims and

suggestions on the feminist-postmodernist tension witliout ever explicitly stating what has

been in wide-open view for so long: feminism, as a set of very often highly differentiated

theories, needs a postmodern epistemology in order to develop and retain internal consistency

as well as its status as a unique, cohesive category.

* In tliis paragraph I have presented a very simple and brief description of Judith Grant's

analysis. Her entire work is mainly devoted to a discussion of the problems with feminist

dieories' "core concepts." For more in-depdi reading, I recommend die chapter entitled

"Feminism and Epistemology" in Fundamental Feminism (Routledge, New York, 1993) as

well as the entire work.
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In attempting to demonstrate the reconciliation of feminism and postmodernism, I liave

been postponing discussion of die key philosopliical problem tliat accompanies postmodern

epistemology. Since postmodeni epistemology is characterized by the phrase "view from

everywhere," how is it possible tliat postmodernism does not slide into relativism? Likewise,

how is it possible for postmodernism to exist as a practice and not merely as a tlieory?

Nancy Fraser and Linda Nicholson cite some possible implications of a postmodern feminist

theory:

postmodern-feminist tlieory would be non-universalist. When its focus became cross-

cultural or transepocal, its mode of attention would be comparative rather than

universalizing, attuned to changes and contrasts instead of covering laws ... it would
replace unitary notions of woman and feminine gender identity with plural and

complexly constructed conceptions of social identity, treating gender as one relevant

strand among others, attending also to class, race ethnicity, age and sexual orientation .

. . in general, postmodern feminist theory would be pragmatic and fallibilistic. It

would tailor its methods and categories to the specific tasks at hand, using multiple

categories when appropriate and forswearing the metaphysical comfort of a single

feminist method or feminist epistemology. In short, tliis theory would look more like

a tapestry composed of threads of many different hues than one woven in one color.
^"^

In the face of tliis description, claims that the postmodern worldview reduces to extreme

relativism have very little to work with. A tapestry of many interwoven threads is not so

much relativistic as it is pluralistic. Each thread represents a kind of identity, or a social

orientation and is interwoven with otlier threads or identities. In other words, each thread is

context-dependent and therefore not able to exist witliout recognizing its dependency on and

intervvoven-ness witli a multiplicity of meanings, contexis, and descriptions. Implicit in the

image of a tapestry is tlie idea tliat when one thread acts, otlier threads will respond. It is not

realistic or intelligent to expect that one tliread can behave or act without affecting all llie

threads that are attached to it. In tlie same way, it is incredibly haught\' and shortsighted of
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the Western world (the United States in particular) to think or believe that the price one pays

for Dole fruit covers the costs of exploitating Guatemalan women or that dumping

malfunctioning equipment and more-harmful-than-good medical supplies in Third World

nations as a fonn of financial support is beneficial. Clearly, tlie only way to achieve a fiill

and complete tapestry is to endorse a "view from everywhere" that actually hears and listens

to every view, every claim to knowledge.

Of course, tliis is problematic. How is this possible? How can every view really be

heard and listened to and weighed equally? How would people adjudicate between competing

claims to knowledge? How would previously exploitated and oppressed groups be able to

speak their claims and ideas imless they are granted some sort of privilege?

Section IV: The Problem of an Adjudicating Standard

Lorraine Code, Bat Ami Bar On, Helen Longino and Lynn Nelson are four feminist

tlieorists who seem to have sympathetic views for the reconciliation of postmodernism and

feminism but are disturbed by the supposed paralysis caused by the lack of an adjudicating

mechanism, tlie type of which is suggested by standpoint theory. These theorists begin an

understanding of the problem of political paralysis by suggesting that while it is necessary to

maintain a search for and use of an epistemology of sorts in feminist politics, it is

un advantageous to epistemically privilege one group over anotlier. I will here explore these

four feminists' views on epistemic privileging and subsequently demonstrate how pragmatism

may be the solution to the questions they raise.
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Lorraine Code opposes epistemic privileging on the grounds tliat it conforms to tiie

novv-debuuked logical positivist tradition."*^ To develop and employ a strategy tliat seeks to

gain epistemic privilege for women as a group is shallow for a number of reasons. Feminists

would then be following in the footsteps of tlie Enlightenment tradition. The logical-positivist

based Enlightenment paradigm privileged the views of just a few people, namely, educated,

upperclass white males. Additionally, despite the seemingly beneficial assumption that central

to human nature is tlie equal capacity among all humans to reason. Enlightenment thinkers

believed that most human beings still needed controlling. The historical fallout of this

reasoning is that the elite, upperclass white males have been thought the ones best suited for

controlling and suppressing the appropriate groups of people; control and suppression is

necessary in order to maintain peace, order and the status quo. Because Enlightenment

thinking has perpetuated patriarchal systems of order, feminist theory cannot seek to repeat

Enlightenment- style strategies for or in the name of women. If feminists were to

reappropriate Enliglitenment traditions, no real change of power structures would occur,

merely a role reversal of power. Tlie newly empowered feminists would then need to engage

in a tradition of suppressing others. Tlie relationship between the Enlightenment and

suppression is simple: in the "innocent" search for "pure," "objective" knowledge, positivist-

empiricists relied on the experience of only one group - tlie already privileged white males.

Thus, their experience and tlie resulting knowledge claims were taken and enforced as

paradigmatic. Anyone who did not fit or participate in the privileged worldview was quite

the outsider. The reversal-of-power strategy is inconsistent since feminists claim to have a

better vision of humanity than do Enlightenment thinkers. For example, contrary to
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Enlightenment thinking, tliere can be no outsiders, no marginalized peoples. Furthermore, a

reversal of epistemic privilege does nothing to end tlie search for objectivity and so-called

pure, "innocent" knowledge.

Further, Code wants to retain agency for all subjects. If one group or person is

epistemically privileged over another, die group or person witliout privilege has no agency, no

responsibility and no power. If individuals are not granted the epistemic privilege that

enables tliem to make valid truth and knowledge claims, tlien diey have no power to be

responsible for tlieir claims. Since they have no responsibility, they cannot be held

accountable for their claims or actions. This is hardly ediical. Thus, Code demands a

remapping of the epistemic terrain tliat ... is subversive, even anarchistic, in

challenging and seeking to displace some of the most sacred principles of standard

Anglo-American epistemologies. It abandons the search for and denies the possibility

of tlie disinterested and dislocated view from nowhere. More subversively, it asserts

the political investedness of most knowledge-producing activity and insists upon the

accountability - the epistemic responsibilities - of knowing subjects to the corrmimiity,

not just to the evidence [as in empirical science].
^^

But at the same time diis project caimot, for Code, slip into relativism. A first glance

at Code's work suggests tliat she is a kind of feminist empiricist; the view that taking

subjectivity into accomit, especially the subjectivity of oppressed people, is necessary for

objectivity to be reached or neared. However, I diink that such a reading is an incomplete

one. Tliere is evidence in her work to suggest that her views are actually postmodern. For

example, she states diat "a reconstructed epistemological project has to retain an empirical-

realist core that can negotiate the fixities and less stable constructs of the physical-social

world, while refusing to endorse the objectivism of die positivist legacy or the subjectivism of

radical relativism."^' Terms like "negotiate" and "constructs" are very postmodern. "Takina
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subjecli\ ily into account" is more far-reaching tliaii merely providing a sort of mediation

between extreme objectivism and extreme relativism because to do so requires the

deconstruction of "standard" epistemologies. She additionally states tliat "[r]elocating

questions about knowledge and tmth to positions witliin die conversations of humankind does

seem to break the tlirall of objectivist detachment and to create a forum for dialogic,

cooperative debate of the epistemological issues of everyday, practical life"^"

Just as Code recommends the avoidance of epistemic privilege, Bat-Ami Bar Oii

likewise suggests that epistemic privileging, even for marginalized peoples, is a bad idea. She

states, "[b]oth the assumption of a single setrteTfrom which th% epistemically privileged,

socially marginalized subjects are distanced and the grounding of their epistemic privilege in

their identity and practices are problematic.""' They are problematic because first and

foremost, tliis act of privileging reinforces the idea of the single center. In other words,

feminists in the past have epistemically privileged socially marginalized people, and in doing

so reinforced their marginalized status without effectively relocating the power from the

center or imdennining the institutionally and systemically entrenched structures. Secondly,

the "groimding of their epistemic privilege and identity" poses problems as well because this

does not "recover tlie agency of socially marginalized subjects but valorizes it in such a way

that ... [it is] always idealiz[ed]."^" As a result, women's (and other oppressed people's)

practices are idealized by this process of valorization. Women as a group then become even

more restricted, limited to their idealized identities and practices. Epistemic privileging is

thus a process that places on a pedestal tliose who are marginalized. For example, feminist

author.s have identified two kinds of practices as ones usually and generally associated with
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women - nurturing or domestic practices and resistance. Bar On cites several examples of

theor\' construction whicii have valorized and dius "pedestalized" women as either maternal or

as resisters but not both. Tlie result: Donna Reed is ok but not Roseanne Barr. Bar On

states:

The very division of tlie practices of socially marginalized subjects into submissively

passive and resistant classifications througli tlie equation of the latter with agency

reproduces a normative dualism tliat Western second-wave feminist have tried to

overcome. Tliey have objected to this obviously masculinist dualism because

submissive passivity and agency have been associated with women and men,

respectively, and agency has been normatively prioritized."

Bar Oil's suggestion is to give up epistemic privilege. However, she recognizes the

power of epistemic privilege: "the claim of epistemic privilege m the realm of sociopolitical

theor>' mostly justifies claims for authority, specifically the authority of members of socially

marginalized groups to speak for tliemselves, which is an authority tliey do not have if

everyone is equally capable to know them and their situation."^"* What she suggests instead is

to reconsider the project of authorizing the speech of marginalized subjects. She further

continues to say that epistemic privilege, being a tool of patriarchy, will never really quite

work: "althougli tlie claim to epistemic privilege as a tool may seem to be a claim of the

oppressed ... it nonetheless reveals itself also as a master's tool."'" Thus, for Bar On, the

project of epistemic privileging is really quite a messy one. Her solution is to forget

epistemic privileging. Though she never says, her way of figuring out how to adjudicate

between competing claims may well be viewed as pragmatic: "tlie justification of obedience

in this case is not a special kind of expertise guaranteed by epistemic privilege but ratlier by

the demands of justice."^*
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Helen E. Longino approaches the subject of epistemology with respect to science and

power. She states; "tlie relationship between epistemology - tlie theor>' of what practices

produce knowledge - and science - what counts as knowledge - in any given period is more

complicated than temptation allows. We cannot produce knowledge of the world on die

strengtli of a general theory of knowledge."" The two questions that shape Longino's piece

ask whether die appropriation of power in tlie sciences is inherent or an incidental feature that

emerges from die social stnictures in which science develops and whedier knowledge is

"inevitably aii attempt at domination?""^** In other words, is it possible to eradicate epistemic

privilege and still be able to adjudicate between competing claims? She then provides an

overview of epistemological strategies, demonstrating and problematizing standpoint theorv'

and multiple standpoint dieory and pluralism (or postmodernism). Tlie following passage is

key to her paper:

By valorizing the perspectives uniquely available to those who are socially

disadvantaged, standpoint theorists turn the table on traditional epistemology; the ideal

epistemic agent is not an unconditioned subject but the subject conditioned by the

social experiences of oppression. The powerless are diose witli epistemic legitimacy,

even if they lack die power that could turn that legitimacy into authority. One of the

difficulties of the standpoint approach comes into high relief, however, when it is a

women's or a feminist standpoint that is in question. Women occupy many social

locations in a racially and economically stratified society. If genuine or better

knowledge depends on tlie correct or more correct standpoint, social theory is needed

to ascertain which of these locations is the epistemically privileged one. But in a

standpoint epistemology, a standpoint is needed to justify such a theory. Wliat is that

standpoint and how do we identify it? If no single standpoint is privileged, then either

the standpoint theorist must embrace multiple and incompatible knowledge positions or

offer some means of transforming or integrating multiple perspectives into one. Both

of these moves require eidier the abandonment or the supplementation of standpoint as

an epistemic criterion.^'

Longino says a lot here. She claims that feminist standpoint theorv^ is inadequate

because if it is a woman's standpoint that is represented, then it is unifying all women
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togetlier into one homogenous lump tliat really is just a smack in the face to difference

feminists and to women themselves, llie possibility of developing a woman's standpoint on

tlie grounds that women have the requisite biology for bearing children is what could unify

them and does indeed set them apart from men is unwise, for there are great chances that this

merely would perpetuate the scorn and shame heaped on women who are unable to bear

children or choose not to. Likewise, if it is a feminist standpoint that is being represented, it

is equally difficult to determine what is feminist or not. Secondly, it is impossible to

privilege one standpoint over another simply because to do so is a contradiction in terms:

either all tlie standpoints must be collapsed into one (something that difference feminists

abhor) or all standpoints must be maintained in some sort of interwoven chaos. Thus,

standpoint must be abandoned altogether or supplemented. In which case, we get the

abandonment of epistemic privilege and the endorsement of postmodernism.

The Solution

Tlie solution to this problem lies specifically in Richard Rorty's postmodern neo-

pragmatism. In order to make clear tlie difference between traditional pragmatism and neo-

pragmatism, I dravv' upon John Dewey's and WilUam James' work as well as Rorty's and

Cornel West's work. My interpretation of these two traditional pragmatists, supported by

West's interpretations and analysis are necessary to understanding the metliod that Rorty

offers as a solution to the problem of an adjudicating standard.

Dewey is a progressive, dogmatic and empirical pragmatist. For him, tlie scientific

method, used correctly, is the pragmatic standard for understanding tlie natural and human
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worlds. Understanding these worlds has been difficult largely in part because change is

constantly occurring. While most people (especially during Dewey's time) viewed change as

negative, Dewey asserted tliat change could be beneficial. Dewey advocates the scientific

method as a way to regulate change and give it a good face by making change appear

progressive. Tims, anytliing new that happens is an improvement on the old. Dewey states

tliat "there is a regulation of change in the degree in which a causal character is rendered

preparatory and useful.""" Tlie scientific metliod, in helping to bring greater understanding, at

the same time controls and imposes a standard upon change itself Thus, Dewey is supportive

of change as a mechanism for progress and of the scientific method for an instrument of

control. Dewey's endorsement of progress serves as tlie foundation of his pragmatic theory.

Ironically, and this is something that Rorty draws upon, progress is a social construct, a

Western Enlightenment value, a value judgement. The irony lies in the fact that the scientific

method is held to be a value-free, objective enterprise that can be used to control change and

define progress. It is this ironic situation, among other things, that distinguishes traditional

pragmatism from Rorty's neo-pragmatism.

Dewey also disagrees with the fact/value and tlie theory/practice dichotomies. He

maintains that it is impossible to have a practice without theory or facts without values. He

states: "Judgements about values are judgements about the conditions and the results of

experienced objects; judgements about tliat which should regulate the formation of our

desires, affections, and enjoyments.'"'' This means two things. One, that judgements of facts

are no different from and should be treated no differently from judgements of value, or moral

judgements. Two, the pragmatic uses of the scientific method must also apply to non-
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scientific areas such as social, economic and political areas. His reason for applying the

standard to all areas of inquiry is diat it eliminates the direat of subjectivism. Having an

antecedent standard of diought and knowledge will enable us to alter our attitudes towards

reality. An "antecedent standard of thought and knowledge" is a way of being able to have

the comfort and the security provided by the belief in objectivity without making direct

appeals to an objective reality. Since objectivity is by no means niled out, our attitudes do

not directly affect reality. But our attitudes will affect the way we think about reality. Thus,

using and relying upon a predetermined, antecedent standard of thought and knowledge (i.e.,

the scientific method) is pragmatic because it adjusts our attitudes towards the outcome and

consequences of theories, actions, and experiments, rather than trying to manipulate the

outcomes, consequences or results. The scientific method tlius regulates change by mostly

affecting the attitudes we have towards change. Objectivity is by no means regulated by the

scientific method, ratlier, it is allowed to occur and to seep through the cracks and openings in

human, subjective discourses.

Wliere for Dewey the scientific method itself is the pragmatic (that is, most useful or

fruitful) standard to apply, James finds pragmatism itself the appropriate method to apply.

The foundation of James' pragmatism lies in his belief in free will, and diat tliis freedom is

real, not illusory. He further believes that nothing is inevitable except freedom. Ironically,

the reasoning tliat notliing is inevitable amounts to the pluralistic and postmodern belief that

all is contingent.

The pragmatic method means "an attitude of orientation ... the attitude of looking

away from first Uiings, principles, "categories," supposed necessities; and of looking towards
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last things, fruits, consequences, facts.""" Just as pragmatism is a method, so is trutli. Dewey

would likewise hold trutlis to be instrumental especially if they ser/ed the useful purpose of

enabling "progress." Tnith, theories, and language are all instnmients. They are to be used

as tools to serve human needs. An example of tlie instrumentality of truth and reality can be

seen in the issue of God's e.xistence. Under a Jamesian pragmatism, God exists only in so far

as such an existence works. In otlier words, if a belief in God coheres with other beliefs and

does indeed serve as useful purpose, such as maintaining peace, harmony and happiness, then

God exists. But tl:is is not an ultimate, objective or correct truth. Tliere is always room for

another belief svstem or system of truth to supersede the belief in God's existence; if the

belief in God is no longer useful, then that is exactly what happens. The belief in God breaks

down and another system serves its purpose. Pragmatism does not concern itself with finding

out tlie Truth of God's existence. It says: "if it works, it works. God may actually exist, but

our belief right now doesn't serve us well."

James explains the instrumentality of language and truth in the following passage:

[i]f you follow the pragmatic method, you cannot look on any such word [like "God,"

"Matter," "Reason."] as closing your quest. You must bring out of each word its

practical cash-value, set it at work within the stream of your experience. It appears

less as a solution, tlien, than as a program for more work, and more particularly as an

indication of the ways in which existing realities may be changed . . . Theories thus

become instruments, not answers to enigmas, in which we can rest"

Truth is what works, and truth works if it coheres with other beliefs, values and trutlis.

James also dislikes tlie fact/value and the theory/practice distinctions. He states that

"pragmatism may be a happy harmonizer of empiricist ways of thinking with tlie more

religious demands of human beings.'"'^ For tlie traditional pragmatists, a reconciliation of

church and state, of public and private, of theory and of practice is beneficial to tlie success
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of change. James' understanding and usage of tmth as an instmmental tool, that like any

odier tool does not last forever because it breaks down or becomes replaced by a better tool,

enables him to produce a tlieory of pragmatism that can serve as a standard in and of itself.

He describes this pragmatism as fluid and democratic: "she 'unstiffens' our theories."" He

further adds that "all human thinking gets discursified; we exchange ideas; we lend and

borrow verifications, get them from one another by means of social intercourse."'^'^ This

simply means that all knowledge is a function of language. Language, knowledge and

therefore trutli are thus context-dependent, contingent. James is well aware that there is the

threat of competing knowledge claims even within tlie Western English language. He

recommends an understanding of the contingency of language and the use of pragmatism to

adjudicate, detennine and agree upon specific claims, whether scientific, social, economic, and

political. He says:

Agreement thus turns out to be essentially an affair of leading - leading that is useful

because it is into quarters that contain objects that are important. True ideas lead us

into useful verbal and conceptual quarters as well as directly up to useful sensible

termini. They lead to consistency, stability and flowing human intercourse. They lead

away from eccentricity and isolation, from foiled and barren thinking. The

untrammelled flowing of tlie leading-process, its general freedom from clash and

contradiction, passes for its indirect verification; but all roads lead to Rome, and in the

end and eventually, all true processes must lead to tlie face of directly verifying

sensible experiences somewhere, which somebody's ideas have copied.*'

Wliile Dewey upholds the scientific method as tlie most pragmatic method for

evaluating knowledge claims and James upholds pragmatism itself as the method, they botli

lack all the essential features necessary to meet die demands of feminism and postmodernism.

They are traditionalists because they fail to account for the fact that the contingency of

language is universal and global. James and Dewey botli make great strides in asserting that
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the sciences and the humanilies, the public and the private, and the church and the state are

talking in different languages. Dewey recommends the scientific language as die pragmatic

reconciliation. James recommends pragmatism as tlie reconciling language. Here, James is

ahead of Dewey, by being less dogmatic and more open to the possibility of a variety of

discoiuses. James stops here, however. He works and thinks only within one cultural

worldview, witliin one system of thought - the Western one. Additionally, he (and Dewey)

still cling to different degrees to the Enlightenment belief in progress towards some

Archmidean point. For instance, James' suggests that using a pragmatic method or discourse

will open up ideas and dialogue to a sort of naturally occurring order that leads to the

"eventual"*'* end.

Richard Rorty's neo-pragmatism differs from James' and Dewey's in that it uses the

pragmatic standard even more radically and widely than James called for. Rorty uses

pragmatism as a standard in order to communicate and adjudicate between competing claims

across discourses as well as across cultures and languages. Rorty further believes that even if

one uses this standard well and consistently, a reconciliation of the public self and the private

self - or realms - will still not occur. In fact, he suggests that this should not be worked

towards nor encouraged. For him, a fusion of the two distinct realms will have tlie ultimate

effect of undermining the plurality and diversity of society by actually creating a uniform,

consistent and stable consensus. Any reading of Rorty reveals tliat consensus and confomiity

are by no means a part of his postmodern, neo-pragmatic project.

Tlie public - private distinction is a tool used by Rorty to help shape his neo-pragmatic

method of adjudicating between competing claims. He uses the public - private distinction
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not as a dichotomy but as two interdependent and interwoven realms that while necessarily

influencing one another, are separate. In tnie postmodern fashion, Rorty holds the public and

private realms to be separate but not dichotomous opposites. They are merely two difTerent

diings and should be treated as such. Holding public and private realms to be distinct, Rorty

believes, will enable philosophy and other disciplines to free itself from the standoff that

emerges from trying to describe the essential characteristics of human nature, human societies

and human relationships. Furtlier, maintaining this distinction avoids conflating public social

constructivism with private subjective experiences of those social constructions. In other

words, the playing field between public and private lives is leveled. In this way, for example,

a public consensus (based upon the social construction of knowledge) can serve as one

possible norai for everyday practices. But because the private sphere is held to equally valid

and authoritative, the private, subjective experiences of the public sphere will be taken

seriously.

This distinction also enables Rorty to establish three characteristics that distinguish

neo-pragmatism from tlie traditional pragmatists as well as to outline his method for

adjudicating between competing claims. The first one, which I expand upon in a moment, is

that the public - private distinction enables objectivity to be reconceptualized in ways that

make adjudication between competing claims easier. Secondly, it allows for the importance

of the role of the individual while also refocusing attention on the larger community. Tlie

third characteristic rests upon the first two possibilities: the public - private distinction makes

possible the practice of solidarity, which I define in a moment.
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As postmodern as Rorty may be, he still clings slightly to a notion of some kind of

naturally occurring pattern of change. Cornel West aptly describes tliis clinging as a "leap of

faith.'"''' \¥liat he says of Peirce can be applied to Rorty as well: "Yet [Peirce] also appears to

admit diat tlie status of reality must be presupposed by scientific method radier dian derived

from it."^" In other words, an attitude or an understanding or a standard of reality must be

predetermined and agreed upon, in tme Deweyan fashion, antecedent to any production of

experiment, theory or practice, lluis, the traditional pragmatists make appeals, if not directly

to objectivity, certainly to the hidden existence of objectivity. West goes on to describe tliis

activity as a "leap of faith . . . [that subsequently leads to the embracing of] tlie doctrine of

chance."^' What sets Rorty's neo-pragmatism clearly apart from the traditional pragmatists is

his subtle use of the practice of objectivity (for lack of a better phrase) widiout any belief in a

true objectivity. For Rorty, if the practice of believing in objectivity works, then it is

acceptable. But as he points out, diis practice does not always work, due to tlie contingency

of language, truth and ideas. Tims, he maintains that the public - private distinction (but not

dichotomy) be allowed to manifest itself in order to make room for flexibility in tlie way tliat

the "leap of faith" occurs. The public - private distinction allows individuals and

communities to make various approaches to the practice of objectivity. With tlie

understanding and treatment of the private and public spheres as distinct from one anotlier, it

becomes possible to sustain a multiple and varied approach to objectivity and still arrive at a

consensus (one that is far more representative of plural interests.) Tlie flexibility enabled by a

public - private distinction not only recognizes tlie contingency of language, truth, and ideas
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but also provides a way to negotiate tliis contingency, namely by keeping the public and

social constnictioii of knowledge distinct from the individual's subjective experience of it.

Tlie public - private distinction Rorty wants to maintain is also important because it

allows Rorty to maintain a focus on the community as an entity that produces social, political

and moral change without losing the eflTicacy of the individual's role in a social environment.

Rorty again differs from the traditional pragmatists by focusing on the community as a moral

agent. West says of James: "he promotes moral transgression based on personal integrity and

individual conscience rather than social revolution by means of collective action."^" James'

popular focus on the individual leads him to further suggest that it is the educated elite that

should take upon itself the responsibility to act as the historical agent. Rorty would in no

way agree with tliis act of privilege; an act of privilege has the negative effect of undermining

human and commmiity solidarity.

Rorty's vision of solidarity differs from the traditional view of solidarity in that tlie

traditional view holds that tliere is some essential humanity within each of us that holds us

together. Rorty, having denied essence, nature and foundations, does not believe that tliere is

some underlying, hidden essence that exists beyond language, history and institutions. He

suggests that we free ourselves of tlie notion of a imiversal human solidarity since this

historically has had negative consequences. When we view die actions of the Gestapo and

wonder how they can commit such acts, we consider tliem less than human and not as a part

of the human solidarity. Tliis exclusion of odiers as less than human is easily extended to

other people like the Guatemalan women, who haven't committed any atrocious acts but can
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be exploited for profit, nius, for Rorty, we must stop regarding solidarity as something tliat

happens and we must instead make an active practice of solidarity.

Rorty (or any oilier postmodern neo-pragmatist) would not say that solidarity is a good

or bad tiling. Ilie entire project of Rorty's work is to show that solidarity, as he defines it, is

a useful way to include and treat all people as members of tlie human race. In this global

context, in this global situation of a war-torn, exploitative world, solidarity seems a good way

to alleviate oppression and subjugation. Rorty's goal is to achieve a process of practicing

solidarit\'. In this way, solidarity is both a goal and a method. One must practice solidarity

in order to reach it, and one must also realize that it can never be absolutely achieved

(because there are no absolutes) and is always in a state of process.

The combination of a goal and practice of solidarity is tlie only way to undermine the

power and authority that shapes and orders the world. He states that

we have an obligation to human beings simply as such ... the right way to take [tliis]

slogan is as a means of reminding ourselves to keep trying to ex-pand our sense of 'us'

as far as we can. That slogan urges us to extrapolate fiirther in the direction set by

certain events in the past - the inclusion among 'us' of die family in the next cave,

then of the tribe across the river, then of the tribal confederation beyond the

mountains, tlien of the unbelievers beyond the seas (and, perhaps last of all, of the

menials, who all this time, have been doing our dirty work). This is a process which

we should try to keep going. We should stay on the lookout for marginalized people -

people whom we still instinctively think of as 'they' rather than 'us.' We should try to

notice our similarities with tliem. The right way to construe tlie slogan is as urging us

to create a more expansive sense of solidarity than we presently have. The wTong

way is to think of it as urging us to recognize such a solidarity, as something that

exists antecedently to our recognition of it. For then we leave ourselves open to the

pointlessly skeptical question 'Is this solidarity reaP'^^

Clearly, for Rorty, solidarity should be diought of as the ability to think of e\ ervone

on this planet and beyond as part of "us." He calls for tlie perception and tlie understanding

of all people as an extension of tlie human race. He further points out that solidarity should
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be a process tliat is kept going - by virtue of human endeavor. Solidarity must be worked

towards by creating it. It is not an objective or true goal to be reached by odier means. Tlie

way to achieve solidarity is by practicing solidarity itself. Like the Deweyan scientists who

take a leap of faith by practicing objectivity (so they think) in order to hopefully arrive at

objectivity, Rorty demands that we practice solidarity to achieve it. However, this is no leap

of faith. Solidarity, as he says, should not be recognized - there is no a priori, objective, true

solidarity anywhere in the world. Solidarity - the notion tliat we hold and include everyone

on this planet as one of "us" - is but an idea, a tool, an instrument for achieving a worid that

is less cruel and less exclusive and more globally conscienced. To think of solidarity' as

antecedently existent, as an objective goal to be reached, not as an ongoing process and

creation of human relationships and contingency, is to throw oneself up against a wall. As

Rorty points out, thinking in this way is entirely unpragmatic, as we would become bogged

down with the issues about objectivity, reality and truth and pay less attention to the more

important project of creating and producing "real" solidarity.

Botli the postmodern project and Rort>''s neo-pragmatic project have as their goals the

decentering of power and the undermining of authority. Again, the destruction of power and

authority is necessary to eliminate the perpetuation of sexism, classism, androcentricism,

abilism, ageism, heterosexism, anthropomorphism and racism. While postmodernism offers

no uniform, consistent strateg>' for accomplishing this other than by constant, critical analysis

of power structures, Rorty's neo-pragmatism does offer a metliod of undermining these

systems. He states: "this view [of solidarity as a metliod] 1 am offering says tliat there is such

a thing as moral progress, and that this progress is indeed in the direction of greater human
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solidarity.
"^^ This statement is relevant for two reasons. One, it is an example of Rorty's

sliglit appeal to a "leap of faith" practice. Like James's denial of the inevitability-but-not-

feasibility of progress, Rorty's appeal to moral progress is purely pragmatic. But this possible

inconsistency in Rorty's theor\' really is of no great importance. Because the public and

private realms are distinct, he can allow himself a private, subjective "leap of faith" in order

to be able to produce a constructed program for solidarity in both the public and private

spheres. Clearly, he makes room because it is pragmatic to do so. Two, most importantly, he

implies tliat we have a moral obligation to commit ourselves to the practice of human

solidarity. This observation should not be too shocking in of itself since West makes a

similar statement in his cultural and political observation of American pragmatism: "the

distinctive appeal of American pragmatism in our postmodern moment is its unashamedly

moral emphasis and its unequivocally ameliorative impulse."^^

Not only does Rorty's demand swing in tempo witli postmodernism, it is also the

answer to the problem of the postmodern lack of a standard to adjudicate between competing

claims. The most clear way to explain this is by demonstration. In a situation where there

are two competing claims about what is right or better, the way to arrive at a solution is by

retaining one's moral obligation to solidarity. For example, in tlie case of the Dole fruit

company versus Guatemalan women: The Dole fruit company maintains that its strategy of

employing Guatemalan women at extremely low wages in minimal conditions witliout any

support SN'Stems such as child care, health care or housing is most beneficial to themselves

and to the North Atlantic because they can bring in an enomious profit while at the same time

providing Western consumers with fresh fruit at affordable prices, despite its obvious
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exploitation of specific members of tlie human race, llie Guatemalan women maintain tliat

they are being exploited but must continue to labor for Dole since they have no other means

of economic support especially in areas where large Western interests buy up arable

agricultural lands and restrict traditional subsistence practices. What is to be done in this

situation? According to Rorty's commitment to solidarity, tlie Dole fruit company must

understand and include tlie Guatemalan women as a part of the "us" constituency. And the

American public must also expand its view to include tlie Guatemalan women as fellow

human beings. From tliis realization, either the Dole fruit company will relinquish its

exploitative hold, or if not, tlie American public will protest.

An objection to the use of solidarity as an adjudicating standard for knowledge claims

may protest tliat solidarity is no more than a misnomer for relativism. This position would

argue that if we view everyone as family and as equally privileged, we will never achieve

progress, eitlier for ourselves or for "the others," whoever they may be. As 1 demonstrated in

my discussion of pragmatism, progress is a Western Enlightenment value that is contingent

upon culture and language. Tlie practice of solidarity reveals that what constitutes progress

for one group of people does not necessarily (and usually does not) hold true for another

group. Relativism can be avoided by remembering the practice of solidarity when

adjudicating between competing claims to knowledge. A Rorty-styled solidarity is the ability

to see differences in race, culture, class, religion as less important than similarities in the need

to be clothed, sheltered, fed, and free from pain. This goal and practice itself can serve at

times as tlie adjudicating standard, but more importantly, it is the driving force behind

choosing a way to adjudicate between competing claims. In other words, how we choose a
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experiences, many contemporary feminists fear tlie loss of a feminist movement, as well as a

lessening of their own roles within tliat movement. Tliere clearly has been a historical

tendency in feminist tlieorists' writings to uncharitably interpret postmodernism.

It is of no surprise, then, tliat many contemporary feminists have fairly danced around

tlie possibility of reconciling feminism and postmodernism. These feminists have created

elaborate arguments against the postmodern tlireat of relativism, some arguing that it is a form

of a patriarchal conspiracy against increasing feminist gains. Some protest tliat

postmodernism, like die EnLiglitenment, has nothing to offer feminism on the grounds tliat it

is just anotlier set of tlie master's tools. Otlier feminists, such as Lorraine Code, who seem to

approach postmodernism as a way of expanding upon or supporting feminist views, still resist

a full appropriation of postmodernism, arguing that the problem of relativism is too great.

I have shown that these protests are rather empty-handed, for these feminists have not

accepted (consciously or unconsciously) the obvious. In Sections III and FV, I demonstrated

that tlie reconciliation of postmodernism and feminism is quite easily accomplished with the

use of a Rorty-style pragmatic standard to solve the problem of relativism.

I used Richard Rorty's neo-pragmatic moral obligation to solidarity as a more efficient

and theoretically consistent mechanism for adjudicating between competing claims than anv

pre-postmodem feminist or traditional pragmatist standard could be. Rorty's standard is far

more useful and effective for two reasons. One, it recognizes the rapidly changing interests

and values in today's ever-expanding global world. Rorty's commitment to solidarity is a

globally-oriented, peace-seeking and postmodeni-humane method for solving conflicts. Two,

Rorty's standard can help ameliorate the conflicts and contradictions tliat arise from feminist
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intenial quibbling over theory tliat has the negative effect of delaying action and ultimately

causing deterioration of tlie strength of many feminist claims.

I here imply again tliat feminism must recognize tliat it is comprised of a multitude of

conflicting and sometimes outrightly opposing theories and therefore must take steps to solve

tliis internal disorder. This will allow many feminist theories to exist side by side. For

example, liberal political feminists assert that tlie way to alleviate women's oppression is by

protecting affirmative action and establishing gender-specific laws. Socialist feminists assert

that this activity does very little to meet the needs of women who are poor, abused or

battered. If these two conflicting theories existed and flourished side by side, wouldn't both

the need for laws and the needs of poor and abused women be met? I recommend that

feminists listen to Rorty's suggestion of neo-pragmatic adjudication. Rorty's standard will

enable feminists to adjudicate between their own competing theories as well as external

competing claims to knowledge. Furthermore, feminists should also recognize that in a

postmodern worldview, no one theory will always be right. All theories can exist side by

side; they can even compete witli one another. But tlie competition should be based not on

which theory is right but on which theory is useful.

Without a marriage between feminism and postmodemism, feminism runs into the

danger of marginalizing itself as a set of conflicting and inconsistent prescriptions, values, and

tlieories. Only a Rorty-style postmodemism, by virtue of its neo-pragmatic epistemology,

offers feminism a different political perspective - one that allows all feminists to have tlieir

claims taken seriously. Postmodernism is not feminism's enemy. It is the one worldview tliat

can sustain feminism because as it stands now, feminism will kill itself otherwise.
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Most certainly all feminists right now want to be able to say without a doubt that

sexism is bad and must be eliminated. To a non-feminist observer, feminism appears to be

arguing over tlie sources and descriptions of women's oppressions and the subsequently

prescribed solutions. An applied postmodern, neo-pragmatic standard makes it clear that the

issue of which tlieory has the right analysis of tlie source of sexism and the right solution is

irrelevant. It is interested instead in which claims are tlie most useful to tlie elimination of

sexism. If feminism indeed recognizes that there is a war to be fought against patriarchy,

then it must embrace the neo-pragmatic postmodern weapon of solidarity as its only answer to

a luiited and successful front.
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